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Fjords commonly punctuate continental edges formerly
occupied by Quaternary ice sheets, reaching kilometre depths
and extending many tens of kilometres inland1,2. These features
must have been created by late Cenozoic ice sheets, because
rivers cannot erode bedrock much below sea level. Ice sheets
drain primarily through fjords3,4; therefore, widespread fjord
insertion may have altered ice-sheet size, shape and dynamics.
Here, we use a two-dimensional ice-sheet model to simulate the
incision of fjords through a coastal mountain range. We show
that topographic steering of ice and erosion proportional to
ice discharge are sufficient to form fjords. Within one million
years, kilometre-deep fjords punched through the mountain
range owing to a robust positive feedback initiated by ice
being steered towards mountain passes. Enhanced erosion
beneath thicker, faster ice deepens these passes, amplifying the
topographic steering. Simulated fjords are deepest through the
highest topography and drain a large fraction of the interior
ice. Ice sheets simulated on landscapes with existing fjords are
generally smaller and exhibit longer response times and larger
responses to climate changes, suggesting that modern ice sheets
are more sensitive to climate fluctuations than Early Quaternary
ice sheets.

The introduction of fjords probably enabled strong
co-evolution of landscape and glacial dynamics through the late
Cenozoic era5,6. Recent thermochronologic studies in British
Columbia suggest rapid fjord incision soon after the onset
of Northern Hemisphere glaciation7. Cosmogenic radionuclide
studies reveal sharp spatial gradients in erosion rates, with rates
in fjords four orders of magnitude higher than on interfjord
uplands8–10. This illustrates the strong control exerted by fjorded
topography on spatial variations in erosion11, probably reflecting
in part the thermal state of the bed. This correlation between
topography and bed thermal state would have been much
weaker early in fjord development when topographic differences
were small.

Although conceptual models of fjord formation exist12–14,
the feedback mechanisms responsible for fjords have not been
modelled. Whereas numerical models of glacier erosion have
shown small-scale topographic steering and suggest that ice
convergence can cause valley overdeepening15–18, fjord formation
has not been investigated. In these models, erosion depends on
an intermediate-timescale average basal sliding and subglacial
hydrology. Acknowledging our poor knowledge of how to model
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Figure 1 Baffin Island fjorded topography. a, The fjorded continental edge of
northeastern Baffin Island showing the inland plateau, on which the Barnes Ice Cap
sits, and the fringing mountain range (asl: above sea level). Inset: Location of Baffin
Island in the western Arctic. b, Topographic cross-section of Baffin Island, along
Sam Ford Fjord and neighbouring topography, following the transect lines shown in
the map.

subglacial hydrology and sliding averaged over timescales from
hours to millennia, we eliminate the detailed physics of glacier
sliding and erosion in an attempt to isolate the feedbacks
and properties of the ice-sheet–landscape system that cause
fjord incision.
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Figure 2 Evolution of model topography. a, Initial bed topography; a 50-km-wide, 1,000-m-high annular coastal mountain range surrounding a 200-km-wide, 400-m-high
basin is dissected by four ∼20-km-wide (at half height) valleys with depths of 300, 225, 150 and 75m below the ridge. b, Fjord evolution; thin solid lines indicate bed
profiles at 100 kyr intervals for the deepest valley (transect ‘i’ in a); dashed bold lines indicate initial and final topographic profiles between valleys (transect ‘v’ in a).
c, Elevation through time at the radial position of the initial crest for the four passes (i, ii, iii, iv) and the crest (v).

It has long been recognized that the production of such
pronounced kilometre-scale relief from initially non-glacial
continental margins requires a strong positive feedback between
topography, ice flow and erosion rates14,19. The ubiquity of fjords
on formerly glaciated coasts, such as Baffin Island (Fig. 1), Norway
and Chile, indicates that this fjord feedback does not rely on
the details of the coastal geometry, local climate or geology. We
hypothesize that fjord creation requires only two properties of
the ice-sheet–landscape interaction. First, as with any dense fluid,
ice converges towards depressions in the underlying topography.
Second, over long timescales, the pattern of ice discharge sets
the pattern of erosion. This assumption that erosion increases
with ice discharge, as data in Hallet et al.20 imply, is an extreme
simplification of the complex interactions between time-varying
climates, ice sheets and their beds. However, this assumption
acknowledges that processes that enhance ice discharge typically
also increase the erosion rate16,20, largely because basal sliding and
erosion are driven by the same variables that govern ice discharge:
ice thickness, slope and basal temperature.

The essence of topographic ice steering exists even in the basic
equation of ice motion used in most first-order ice-sheet models:

the vertically averaged ice speed (Ū) due to shear deformation of
isothermal ice is taken to be

Ū =
2A

n+2

[
ρi gS

]n
Hn+1, (1)

in which A is Glen’s flow law coefficient, ρi is ice density, g is gravity,
S is ice surface slope, H is ice thickness and n is usually taken to be
3 (ref. 21). The strength of the positive feedback results from both
the sensitivity of ice velocity to ice surface slope (∝Sn), allowing
for substantial steering and thickening of ice in valleys and passes,
and the strong dependence of ice discharge (q = Ū H), and hence
erosion, on ice thickness (∝Hn+2).

We use a rudimentary two-dimensional (plan view) glacial
model22 with ice motion given by equation (1) and bed erosion
proportional to the ice discharge per unit width to test whether a
fjord formation feedback exists in a first-order ice-sheet model and
whether it can produce kilometre-scale fjord relief on a million-
year timescale assuming realistic spatially averaged erosion rates
(0.1 mm yr−1)20. We target the Baffin Island coastline, located
along the northeastern margin of the Laurentide ice sheet, with
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Figure 3 Modelled bed and ice flow after 1.2 Myr and ice discharge evolution. a, Bed elevation in false colour. Black lines denote 200m ice surface contours. Blue lines
demark regions that drain through each of the four valleys. b, Ice velocity vectors in the quadrant of the deepest valley. c, Specific ice discharge versus time through the four
passes (i, ii, iii, iv) and over the crest (v) in Fig. 2a. d, Percentage of total ice discharge along the crest (125 km from centre) versus percentage of crest length through which
that discharge passes, shown at 100 kyr intervals.

a ∼1.5-km-high bounding mountain range 30–60 km inland
from the coast (Fig. 1); this topography is characteristic of many
fjorded coastlines, including Greenland, British Columbia and the
Transantarctic Mountains. From their inland heads, Baffin fjords
typically deepen in steps, are deepest (up to 900 m below sea level)
as they cross the core of the bounding range, shallow towards their
mouths, then transition into few-hundred-metre-deep troughs
across the continental shelf (Fig. 1).

Well-developed fjords appear in our simulations after about one
million years. Within 600 kyr, erosion defeats the lowest mountain
pass, lowering it 300 m to the elevation of the interior basin
(Fig. 2b,c). At this point, pre-glacial drainages inland from fringing
mountain ranges would begin to reverse, emptying instead into the
ocean. Accelerating erosion (Fig. 2c) lowers the resulting trough
a further 1,900 m by 1.2 Myr, reaching 1,500 m depth. Over the
same interval, the range crest lowers an average of 5 m (Fig. 2b).
These results are consistent with other studies7 that reveal rapid
production of glacial troughs. These erosion times are linearly
proportional to the erosion constant that we have chosen to yield
spatial average erosion rates of ∼0.1 mm yr−1 (ref. 20), resulting

in erosion rates of <0.1 mm yr−1 over most of the simulation
space, >0.2 mm yr−1 in fjord onset zones and low passes and up
to 10 mm yr−1 in 1.5-km-deep fjords. Our model suggests that it is
the increasingly non-uniform distribution of erosion resulting from
the topography–ice flow–erosion feedback that enables rapid fjord
incision; in contrast, 1–3 million years of erosion at 0.1 mm yr−1

would only lower mountain passes 300 m. Because the fjord
feedback results from general properties of ice-sheet–landscape
interactions, we expect that this same mechanism is responsible
for earlier Cenozoic fjord formation on Antarctica and that other
models of this system15,17,18 will produce fjords if run with similar
timescales, length scales and topographies. Our use of a low average
erosion rate (0.1 mm yr−1) both acknowledges that the landscape
is not always glaciated and serves as a stronger test of the fjord
formation mechanism.

The details of simulated fjords also mimic natural fjords. The
deepest fjord (‘i’ in Fig. 2a) is >100 km long, having incised
>30 km inland of the range crest. The depth profile exhibits a
maximum near the range crest, matching well the geometry of
fjords on Baffin Island23 (Fig. 1). Beyond the constriction, ice flow
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Figure 4 Modelled topographic and ice surface evolution with a randomly
crenulated coastal mountain range. a,b, Initial (a) and after 1.2 Myr (b) states of a
simulation using a random initial range topography generated by adding white noise
to a two-peak sinusoidal range, followed by heavy smoothing. The bed is in false
colour and the ice surface is contoured (200m contours). The central 50 km annulus
of the 100-km-wide random range has mean elevation of 990m, with typical
peak-to-valley amplitudes of ∼500m and typical wavelengths between
30 and 50 km.

diverges (Fig. 3a,b), producing a pattern of decreasing discharge per
unit width and hence decreasing erosion, resulting in a fjord that
shallows seaward of the bounding mountain range (Fig. 2b).

Increasing relief enhances lateral steering of ice and increases
the area contributing ice to fjords (Fig. 3a). After 1.2 Myr, the
deepest fjord drains ∼3.5 times the area drained by the shallowest
fjord (‘i’ and ‘iv’ respectively in Fig. 2a). The wrinkled ice surface
reflects topographic steering well upstream of the range crest: ice
surface concavity causes ice flow that strongly converges towards
deep fjords (Fig. 3a,b). This produces a fjord that shallows smoothly
upstream into a broadening onset zone that extends 40–60 km
inland (Fig. 2a,b). The progressive capture of ice contributing area
is also reflected in the nonlinear, 16-fold, increase in maximum ice
discharge in the deepest fjord over 1.2 Myr (Fig. 3c). Whereas the
four valleys (5% of the model circumference) initially carry 10% of
the total ice discharge, they deliver 50% of the total ice discharge
by 1.2 Myr (Fig. 3d); the deepest fjord carries 75% of the total
ice discharge from its quadrant. This mimics Devon Icecap, where
several tens of per cent of the ice drains through 4% of its margin4.

In an extra simulation (Fig. 4), we use random mountain
range topography to test whether rapid fjord development is a
modelling artefact of ice funnelling through distinct passes on an
otherwise uniform crest. Fjords again exploit low passes in the
initial topography and erode the ridges between them to form
continuous paths from the interior basin out to the edge of the
continental shelf.

We explored model sensitivity with a suite of simulations
measuring the formation time of 1-km-deep fjords. Because of
its control on topographic steering, doubling the relief above

the deepest valley reduces formation time by 52%; eliminating
the mountain range altogether, leaving an incised plateau, triples
to quadruples the formation time. The total ice flux matters
as well: doubling either the interior diameter or the net mass
balance reduces the formation time by 32%. Simulations with
8 or 16 equal-depth valleys take 14% and 39% longer to form
1-km-deep fjords than simulations with 4 or fewer equal-depth
valleys. Although mass balance, interior diameter, mountain range
relief and the number of valleys influence formation time, none
prevents Quaternary timescale fjord incision.

In a final simulation, we initiated an ice sheet on topography
with four mature 1-km-deep fjords. Using the same climate as
in the original simulation, the steady-state ice volume is 35%
smaller than on the initial non-fjorded topography, consistent with
suggestions that fjords limit ice-sheet extent for a given climate5,24.
In addition, the ice sheet on fjorded topography is much more
sensitive to climate swings; it shrinks in volume by 9.4% with
a 300 m rise in equilibrium line altitude compared with only
1.5% in the non-fjorded case. This is consistent with other work
suggesting that low-gradient calving outlet glaciers that ring present
ice sheets are sensitive to climate change24 and can react to warming
by catastrophic retreat25,26. The presence of fjords also lengthens
the intrinsic timescale for ice-sheet growth (432 yr versus 210 yr;
timescale over which the distance from steady-state ice volume
decreases by 1/e), measured by exponential asymptotic growth of
ice volume towards steady state; with fjords, the ice sheet takes twice
as long to reach steady state.

To expose the fundamental feedback of fjord incision, we
have omitted several important features of ice sheets: subglacial
hydrology, ice sliding and most importantly the basal thermal
regime. We argue that our model is conservative because these
features all serve to enhance the fundamental fjord incision
mechanism captured in our model. Thermal variation and basal
sliding, for example, promote relief generation because thicker ice is
warmer, has lower average viscosity and is more likely to slide, thus
promoting higher erosion rates in topographic lows. By omitting
the climate history that drives repeated advance and retreat of
ice sheets, our model overestimates the long-term erosion rate
for a given erosion constant, but underestimates relief production
because in nature ice sheets occupy valleys before overriding a
bounding range crest and therefore valleys erode for a greater
fraction of the glacial cycle. Some processes ought to reduce fjord
incision rate; for example, interglacial sediment fill takes longer to
evacuate as fjords deepen, thus reducing the time available to erode
bedrock. This limits the maximum depth of fjords by providing a
negative feedback on fjord deepening.

Insertion of fjords carries several consequences. The newly
created low-gradient calving outlets for interior ice probably
enhanced ice-sheet sensitivity to climate and increased their
degree of coupling with ocean dynamics. Because fjords
efficiently drain ice-sheet interiors, building and maintaining
large ice sheets presumably became more difficult through time
as these topographic leaks became more efficient5,24, as our
modelling shows. If a critical ice-sheet size is required to trip a
glacial–interglacial transition, widespread fjord insertion would
have made this more difficult, perhaps contributing to the Middle
Quaternary change in glacial interval from 40 kyr to 100 kyr.
Entirely new ice-sheet dynamics are introduced, such as the
catastrophic retreat of outlet glaciers occupying fjords25,26, which
provides a potential trigger for abrupt climate change27 that may
not have existed in the Early Quaternary. Fjord insertion can reverse
pre-existing fluvial drainages. Finally, that a robust fjord feedback
requires only two general properties of the ice-sheet–landscape
system has enabled widespread insertion of deep, long fjords into
edges of polar land masses over the course of the Quaternary.
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METHODS

We used the two-dimensional (plan view), depth-averaged, isothermal, glacier
model implemented in ref. 22, modified to include iceberg calving proportional
to water depth21, point load flexural isostatic compensation6 and bed erosion
proportional to the ice discharge per unit width (specific discharge). Ice motion
was limited to internal deformation (equation (1)). This finite-difference code
simulates ice moving over an underlying topography on a regular grid by
solving the mass continuity equation for the rate of change in ice thickness
(dH/dt) in each cell given the depth-averaged ice velocity (Ū) specified by
equation (1) and climate specified by the net mass balance (bz ):

dH

dt
= bz −

dqx

dx
−

dqy

dy

q = Ū H ,

in which q is the specific ice discharge16,21,28. The ice thicknesses are stepped
forward in time through multiplication of dH/dt by a finite time interval
1t (∼0.1 yr). The net mass balance as a function of elevation was chosen
to coincide with estimates of climate during glaciation29, and is specified by
a 0.5 m km−1 linear increase with surface elevation from zero at 300 m (the
equilibrium line altitude) up to a maximum of 0.5 m yr−1.

Iceberg calving is simulated after each time step as a discrete process that
removes ice from cells at the ice margin that have bed elevations below sea
level. The ice volume removed generates a retreat rate of the ice margin that is
linearly proportional to the water depth (ref. 21): uc = chw, in which c is an
empirical constant and hw is the water depth. In these simulations, sea level was
chosen to put the calving front near the edge of the continental shelf during full
glaciation (∼80 m below the isostatically compensated coast) to minimize the
impact of calving on the fundamental fjord feedback mechanism. As with our
other assumptions, we are being conservative in assessing the fjord feedback:
simulations run with higher sea level, in which greater calving leads to greater
ice discharge, develop fjords more rapidly.

Isostatic compensation due to both ice loading and erosional unloading
was implemented through a standard point load deflection of the lithosphere
assuming an effective elastic thickness of 20 km (ref. 6). As the flexural
calculation is computationally expensive, and the response time dictated by
mantle viscosity is of the order of 1,000 yrs, we carry out the flexural isostatic
calculation only every 100 simulation years.

Before each simulation, the model is spun-up by simulating the ice
dynamics and isostatic compensation described above until the ice-sheet
geometry is in steady state with the mass balance. Our initial topography
(Fig. 2a) is an annular coastal mountain range containing fluvial valleys
that control the location of fjords as observations suggest30. Thus, the initial
condition for the landscape erosion simulation is a coastal mountain range
overridden by a steady-state ice sheet in which calving and net ablation of ice at
low elevations balances net accumulation at high elevations. Simulations were
run on 250×250 cell square grids with a cell size of 2 km; simulations with 1
and 4 km grid cells differed only slightly from the results presented here.

Erosion is simulated at each time step. Bed elevation is lowered in
proportion to the local ice discharge per unit width, q:

1Zb = −αqf 1t , (2)

in which α is an erosion constant (α = 5 × 10−9 m−1) and f (= 200) is a
scaling factor that accelerates erosion. As substantial bed erosion occurs on
the 100 kyr timescale, whereas ice responds on a 100–1,000 yr timescale, large
erosional steps can be used while maintaining the ice-sheet geometry near
steady state with the steady climate forcing. The erosion factor, f , enables us to
simulate 2 Myr of bed erosion while simulating only 10,000 yrs of ice dynamics.
The erosion constant, α, was chosen to produce a conservative long-term
average erosion rate across the glaciated area of ∼0.1 mm yr−1. Transport and
re-deposition of eroded sediment is not modelled; we assume that sediment
is transported out of the system on timescales that are much shorter than the
landscape erosion timescale.

We found that a negative feedback on fjord deepening is necessary in the
random range simulation (Fig. 4) to enable fjord penetration through the wider
range while maintaining maximum depths consistent with observed fjord

depths around the world. We tapered the bed erosion (1Zb) to zero by adding
a weighting factor w to equation (2):

1Zb = w(−αqf 1t)

w = 1−

(
|min(0,Zb)|

L

)m

,

in which Zb is the bed elevation and L(= 1 km) is an imposed maximum fjord
depth. We used m = 2, reflecting the nonlinearly increasing strength of the
negative feedbacks with fjord depth. The negative feedbacks that this is meant
to mimic include the increasing fraction of a glacial period spent evacuating
interglacial fjord sediment, which thickens as fjords deepen, and the decreasing
fraction of the glacial period during which outlet glaciers are thick enough to be
grounded and hence eroding through the fjords.
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